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1. Introduction 

There exists already a large amount of experimental and theo
retical works on the Kt^ deoay'1 '. This process is Interesting 
by Itself and due to the fact that one may draw from it informa
tion? on many other important physical quantities (e.g.,the scat
tering lengths of the ТГ- Ti system). This is also the reason why it 
has been discussed so often in the literature. Among the four form 
factors appearing in the amplitude of the Ke,, decay the three axial 
form factors may be treated relatively simply. Information on 
the behaviour of these form factors may be obtained, for instance, 
from the standard current algebra approach' '• or the simplest 
tree approximation of the chiral theory'9'. 

On the other hand, the description of the vector form factor 
is considerably more difficult. The standard soft pion techniques 
of the current algebra are now useless because the vector part of 

*) the amplitude vanishes for vanishing pion momenta . Also the tree 
approximation of the ohlral theory does not provide any information 
on the vector form factor. However, the one-loop approximation now 
begins to play a dominant role. We recall that a similar situation 
took place for decays of the type Ti'-ff , у-tiff , и •» **1~Х/р¥#} 

and /f£-*Fy*"<T /10-11/^ A B j n t n e ia^ter оавев the calcula
tion of the vector form factor of the Ktf. decay requires the 
consideration of the so-called anomalous diagramsV 2 -"'. These 

% i 
' This argumentation does not refer to special models with 

vector meson dominance,etc. 
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diagrams contain the main information on the processes which they 
refer to. They are thus of principal importance even if there were 
no other arguments in favour of a reasonable perturbation theory 
within ohiral quantum field theory. 

Therefore, we hope to obtain reasonable results for the vee* •? 

form factor of the Htb decay by using the one-loop approximation. 
Other more rough theoretical estimates of this quantity have 

been performed within models with vector meson dominance ''**', 
The respective results are in complete agreement with the estimates 
of tbe chiral quantum theory. 

The calculations within the latter model are interesting, 
because they help to complete, from a unique point of view (SU(3)x 
xSU(3) chiral invariant quantum theory), the description of all 
leptonic, semileptonic, and radiative decays of the fundamental 

/14/ meson octet' '^'. 
In the following section we shall quote the different parte of 

the chiral Lagrangians which are needed for the calculation of 
the Kg. decay. In See. 3 tbe axial form factors are calculated 
in the tree approximation, whereas Sec. 4 contains the one-loop 
calculation of the vector form factor. In Sec. 5 we calculate the 
probability of the j(e. decay and compare our results with the 
experimental data. 

2. Chiral Lagrangians 

A detailed discussion of SU(3)xSU(3) chiral invariant lagran
gians oan be found in r e f « / 9 , 1 0 » 1 5 » 1 6 / \ In tbe following we shall 
quote only those parts of these Lagrangians wbiob are needed for 
describing the fov deoay in the tree approximation (axial form 
factor) and one-loop approximation (vector form factor}. 
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The Lagrangians which characterize the strong interactions of 
the mesons and baryons have the form 

where У 7 ar.d <£> are the fields of the baryon and meson octete. 
R is the pion decay constant (P л 95 MeV), Л is the renormali-
zation constant of the axial current (Ад'* 1.25),M is an averaged 
mass of the baryon octet and gi is the mixing parameter of the 
f-d couplings (et*2/3).The total Lagrangian contains yet a term 
quadratic in the иезоп fields without derivative coupling. However, 
this term does not contribute to the vector form factor and has 
therefore been omitted. This is analogous to the case of the n-fVu'j/' 

decay. 

The interactions of the pseudoRcalar mesons are described by 
the chiral Lagrangian 0Z3 

where f= -jr^A,<p- ( Д; — Gell-Mann matrices). The mesons 
get a finite mass by adding a symmetry breaking term to eq.(3) 
which, in the scheme of Gell-Kann, Oakes and Renner ' *, takes the 
form 

4 ЧЬ*т*Ь'Ь(е'% ' *»'Ъ(е%1+к.с.М) 

s 



trivia the mass of the К meson and Q t is the Cabibbo angle. 
Finally, the weak interactions of the hadrons and leptons are 

described by the product of two charged currents 

where is the Fermi constant. The lepton current reads 

Л"(У-%^^>* + :7f.>0-W±: , <6) 
where f/l

)^i ^(ь,ч) a r e t n e fields of the muon, electron and neut-
rinOB, respectively. The hadronic current is given in the usual 
Cabibbo form 

Х-смв^-А)^ + si*&(v/ -A)£ { S , (7> 

where Vjj,{ £ - VK r i• Ve , A^ie.mA^.'*i-At a r e t n e vector or 
axial vector currente, respectively. The hadronic current contalne 
baryonic and meaonio parts, ^J. 5 To + 7 . The baryonic currents 
read 

whereas the mesonic currente are defined by the formula '',14/ 

£ *{JS= J fc f«.-^)f- -'• r ' e ' W . ( 1 0 ) 

Using the bagrangiane (1-5) we are now able to calculate the form 
factors of the ICfi. -decay. 

3. Axial form factors of the KCg -decay (tree approximation) 
Let us consider the process f\ — - I t i-Л +£Tt 0 . The corres

ponding decay amplitude is usually written in the form 
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where p D~ and p K are the momenta of the ТГ*. 1Г" and К * 

mesons, respectively, and £L « iUM6 c5= U„ (l-lf^y^Ue • £ , Q 
and t are the axial form factors, h is the vector form factor. 
The calculation of the latter is the main purpose of this paper. 

As the axial form factors get their main contributions from 
the tree approximation we shall consider here tree graphs only. 
The relevant diagrams are shown in fig, 1. 

K + 

Fig. 1 

Diagram la can be calculated by taking into account the 
following part of the Lagrangian cCf 

where 

This diagram determines nearly the whole probability of the 
decay and the magnitude of the form factors -f and Q , It gives 
йве to the amplitude 

^.«й.« , |» ( ! - / 0г'е . 

т*-%(*?*ч)'е?, 
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where 0 = p ^ - p ^ p " . In order to get also a reasonable expres
sion for the third form factor 1. one пав further to investigate 
the important diagram 1b, It can be calculated by using the Lag-
rangiana 

- K N »£)ягл-к*Кт)г (15) 

which are parts of the lagrangiane ^[ and ̂jf , J, , ThiB diag
ram contributes the following expression to the amplitude 

By adding the contributions Т , T'Wvis obtain the following exp
ressions for the axial form factors 

л ..rr, . с - _ -^' г , r-s. . 
1 СУЕ(Г > ? 

The results (17) are in complete agreement with earlier calcula
tions using current algebra (вес 

4. Vector form factor of the t\£n decay (one-loop 
approximation). 

The calculation of the vector form factor И may be done in 
complete analogy with the caloulation of the decay amplitudes for 
the processes И-**'*-? and KL-*lTtW~}f /10,11/f 

Theae amplitudes are contributed by the box diagram» with strong 

• 



vertices given by j[, and triangle diagrams with one vertex of 
the type jCi and one vertex of the type j£ (сотр. fig. 2a,b,c,d). 

^ 

tL ^.П~ 

/' 
Ft* K + 

Pig. 2 
Pig. 2a represents schematically three types of box diagrams where 
the lepton pairs are emitted from a baryon propagator between the 
К and if* mesons, the K* and T{ mesons, and two neighbouring 
pione. The Lagrangians associated to the vertices of this diagram 
are given by 

9) 
+ *2 0-cL) (Z°-Z"- Z?Z °)]+b,C, } 

Г С f-7-
• 1 : A W - J T 

*2 
(19) 
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We have used the notation: « « ^ « - ^ j QJ and ^ s j f ' 1 , 
Retaining in the integrals only those terms which do not depend 

on momenta we get fгои fig, 2a the following contribution to the 
amplitude 

where п г \ 
C"-- -2^U (i'Ur Ul) Л -f.-Ь . 

The diagrams 2b-d contain vertices of the type J£ . The corres
ponding Lagrangians read 

^ l 7$-{&''XP*P -*"»)+[*-# 0-*(*-U)](E~<Z~-

- « [^ (J + ftr--4ij ^- £T V (* f i* fa$* U-$-i] Й *л] 

(аз) 
ffe again retain only constant terms in the integrals for the baryon 
triangle diagrams. As a result, we obtain the following expression 
for the ooeffloiente С 

11-»« 

•t 
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Ш) 

Summing up all baryon loop diagrams the total contribution tc the 
vector part of the Kg^ decay amplitude reads 

where 
c - CA-^ 2[i+ft^-i)M*2.« ») 

(26) 

Eq, (25) provides the following expression for the vector forra 
factor Ц (сотр. eq.(11)) 

5. Discussion of the results 

In order to compare the above results with the experimental 
data (see ref,' ') we shall give first of all a rough estimate 
of the probability of the Д л decay. To this end we consider 
only those parts of the amplitude (11) which contain the form fac
tors + and Q . 

This yields the formula 

(28) -«.* e#m K. L (П)*ЧЦК H{ F J О } 

Note that this value of С i s equal to the value of an 
analogous coefficient arising in the description of the decay 
Af-j.jrV.f t The amplitudes 7L and 71-,ftT-f are connected by 

У?~ЦЛ*Р1~Г ' f o l l o w i r , £ f r o m t h e ^grangian ^ , when К field is 
replaced by и . 
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where 7 is a phase space integral given by 

To get eq. (28) we have used the values for + and 0 obtained in 
the tree approximation (eq.(17)). With the value © t = 0.26, eq.(28) 
yields ** 

W^tf-IO**-1 ^ (29) 

The experimental value is (see ref/ 1') 

W£r = (3.2 С ± 0. »S) • iD*& -' . (30) 

Keeping in mind that the tree approximation is rather crude the 
theoretical value (29) may be considered to be quite satisfactory. 
The numerical estimates for -C n and y\ give 

i = J = 4 , h«-V?. (31) 
We recall that the main task of this paper was to estimate 

the vector form factor U of the ICV decay. In this case, as 
already mentioned, the one-loop approximation is of principal 
importance. On the other hand, the form factors 4- and Q get 
already a large contribution from the tree approximation. The one-
loop 'approximation ehould then only slightly modify this estimate 
(formulae (17), (31)). A similar situation has been met for the 
case of the 7Г-1Г ^-wave scattering length '°«'a'. There the esti-

' We use always the approximate relation Ft*Fg- Fl*^=95 H»V. 
In this севе, with ty.cc 0.26, the theoretical estimates for the decay 
rates of the decays jt-* jfi and %£ + Jj are in good agreement 
with experiment (see ref, /14/). ' 
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this enhancement factor requires, however, additional 
dynamical assumptions (e.g., octet or 20-plet 
dominance /га,аз/, inclusion of renormalizatioa effects 
from the strong interaction / 2 4 y , etc.), a discussion of 
which is outside the scope of this paper In a forth
coming publication we shall present a comprehensive 
investigation of weak and weak/radiative decays of charmed 
mesons/baryons on the basis of tree and one-loop cal
culations. 
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APPENDIX A 

The 15-plets of the 20x20 matrix operators F i , 
D = — d F F satisfy the commutation relations 

i 2 ijk j к 

[D , , Pj ] - if1Jk D k, (A2) 

where fjJk and d j j k are the antisymmetric or symmet
ric structure constants of the group SU(4), respectively. 
The F and D matrices are defined by the relation 

-UB* ,(A ) bB[m , n J±B r"; 1 B [ ' , r J (A.) b J 2 [m,n] i a b [b,n] m 1 a 

= BDjBCorP.Fj B). (A3) 

Here B^O' ^ i s a tensor representation of the l/2 + -ba-
ryon quark wave functions in the representation of mixed 
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The experimental values are 

2) ret.'2', tyr = - Q ? , t a 2 V а г ^ ^ ^ О Л ) ^ 1 

3) r e f / З Л V f » - e 9 7 i e * { . 

For completeness, let us also quote the theoretical estimates 
for n obtained in a model with p -dominance '-">6' 

Thus, the above calculated, value of и is in good agreement with 
both the available experimental data and other theoretical esti
mates. 
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1. Introduction 

There exists already a large amount of experimental and theo
retical works on the Kt^ deoay'1 '. This process is Interesting 
by Itself and due to the fact that one may draw from it informa
tion? on many other important physical quantities (e.g.,the scat
tering lengths of the ТГ- Ti system). This is also the reason why it 
has been discussed so often in the literature. Among the four form 
factors appearing in the amplitude of the Ke,, decay the three axial 
form factors may be treated relatively simply. Information on 
the behaviour of these form factors may be obtained, for instance, 
from the standard current algebra approach' '• or the simplest 
tree approximation of the chiral theory'9'. 

On the other hand, the description of the vector form factor 
is considerably more difficult. The standard soft pion techniques 
of the current algebra are now useless because the vector part of 

*) the amplitude vanishes for vanishing pion momenta . Also the tree 
approximation of the ohlral theory does not provide any information 
on the vector form factor. However, the one-loop approximation now 
begins to play a dominant role. We recall that a similar situation 
took place for decays of the type Ti'-ff , у-tiff , и •» **1~Х/р¥#} 

and /f£-*Fy*"<T /10-11/^ A B j n t n e ia^ter оавев the calcula
tion of the vector form factor of the Ktf. decay requires the 
consideration of the so-called anomalous diagramsV 2 -"'. These 
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diagrams contain the main information on the processes which they 
refer to. They are thus of principal importance even if there were 
no other arguments in favour of a reasonable perturbation theory 
within ohiral quantum field theory. 

Therefore, we hope to obtain reasonable results for the vee* •? 

form factor of the Htb decay by using the one-loop approximation. 
Other more rough theoretical estimates of this quantity have 

been performed within models with vector meson dominance ''**', 
The respective results are in complete agreement with the estimates 
of tbe chiral quantum theory. 

The calculations within the latter model are interesting, 
because they help to complete, from a unique point of view (SU(3)x 
xSU(3) chiral invariant quantum theory), the description of all 
leptonic, semileptonic, and radiative decays of the fundamental 

/14/ meson octet' '^'. 
In the following section we shall quote the different parte of 

the chiral Lagrangians which are needed for the calculation of 
the Kg. decay. In See. 3 tbe axial form factors are calculated 
in the tree approximation, whereas Sec. 4 contains the one-loop 
calculation of the vector form factor. In Sec. 5 we calculate the 
probability of the j(e. decay and compare our results with the 
experimental data. 

2. Chiral Lagrangians 

A detailed discussion of SU(3)xSU(3) chiral invariant lagran
gians oan be found in r e f « / 9 , 1 0 » 1 5 » 1 6 / \ In tbe following we shall 
quote only those parts of these Lagrangians wbiob are needed for 
describing the fov deoay in the tree approximation (axial form 
factor) and one-loop approximation (vector form factor}. 
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The Lagrangians which characterize the strong interactions of 
the mesons and baryons have the form 

where У 7 ar.d <£> are the fields of the baryon and meson octete. 
R is the pion decay constant (P л 95 MeV), Л is the renormali-
zation constant of the axial current (Ад'* 1.25),M is an averaged 
mass of the baryon octet and gi is the mixing parameter of the 
f-d couplings (et*2/3).The total Lagrangian contains yet a term 
quadratic in the иезоп fields without derivative coupling. However, 
this term does not contribute to the vector form factor and has 
therefore been omitted. This is analogous to the case of the n-fVu'j/' 

decay. 

The interactions of the pseudoRcalar mesons are described by 
the chiral Lagrangian 0Z3 

where f= -jr^A,<p- ( Д; — Gell-Mann matrices). The mesons 
get a finite mass by adding a symmetry breaking term to eq.(3) 
which, in the scheme of Gell-Kann, Oakes and Renner ' *, takes the 
form 
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trivia the mass of the К meson and Q t is the Cabibbo angle. 
Finally, the weak interactions of the hadrons and leptons are 

described by the product of two charged currents 

where is the Fermi constant. The lepton current reads 

Л"(У-%^^>* + :7f.>0-W±: , <6) 
where f/l

)^i ^(ь,ч) a r e t n e fields of the muon, electron and neut-
rinOB, respectively. The hadronic current is given in the usual 
Cabibbo form 

Х-смв^-А)^ + si*&(v/ -A)£ { S , (7> 

where Vjj,{ £ - VK r i• Ve , A^ie.mA^.'*i-At a r e t n e vector or 
axial vector currente, respectively. The hadronic current contalne 
baryonic and meaonio parts, ^J. 5 To + 7 . The baryonic currents 
read 

whereas the mesonic currente are defined by the formula '',14/ 

£ *{JS= J fc f«.-^)f- -'• r ' e ' W . ( 1 0 ) 

Using the bagrangiane (1-5) we are now able to calculate the form 
factors of the ICfi. -decay. 

3. Axial form factors of the KCg -decay (tree approximation) 
Let us consider the process f\ — - I t i-Л +£Tt 0 . The corres

ponding decay amplitude is usually written in the form 
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where p D~ and p K are the momenta of the ТГ*. 1Г" and К * 

mesons, respectively, and £L « iUM6 c5= U„ (l-lf^y^Ue • £ , Q 
and t are the axial form factors, h is the vector form factor. 
The calculation of the latter is the main purpose of this paper. 

As the axial form factors get their main contributions from 
the tree approximation we shall consider here tree graphs only. 
The relevant diagrams are shown in fig, 1. 

K + 

Fig. 1 

Diagram la can be calculated by taking into account the 
following part of the Lagrangian cCf 

where 

This diagram determines nearly the whole probability of the 
decay and the magnitude of the form factors -f and Q , It gives 
йве to the amplitude 

^.«й.« , |» ( ! - / 0г'е . 

т*-%(*?*ч)'е?, 
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where 0 = p ^ - p ^ p " . In order to get also a reasonable expres
sion for the third form factor 1. one пав further to investigate 
the important diagram 1b, It can be calculated by using the Lag-
rangiana 

- K N »£)ягл-к*Кт)г (15) 

which are parts of the lagrangiane ^[ and ̂jf , J, , ThiB diag
ram contributes the following expression to the amplitude 

By adding the contributions Т , T'Wvis obtain the following exp
ressions for the axial form factors 

л ..rr, . с - _ -^' г , r-s. . 
1 СУЕ(Г > ? 

The results (17) are in complete agreement with earlier calcula
tions using current algebra (вес 

4. Vector form factor of the t\£n decay (one-loop 
approximation). 

The calculation of the vector form factor И may be done in 
complete analogy with the caloulation of the decay amplitudes for 
the processes И-**'*-? and KL-*lTtW~}f /10,11/f 

Theae amplitudes are contributed by the box diagram» with strong 

• 



vertices given by j[, and triangle diagrams with one vertex of 
the type jCi and one vertex of the type j£ (сотр. fig. 2a,b,c,d). 

^ 

tL ^.П~ 

/' 
Ft* K + 

Pig. 2 
Pig. 2a represents schematically three types of box diagrams where 
the lepton pairs are emitted from a baryon propagator between the 
К and if* mesons, the K* and T{ mesons, and two neighbouring 
pione. The Lagrangians associated to the vertices of this diagram 
are given by 

9) 
+ *2 0-cL) (Z°-Z"- Z?Z °)]+b,C, } 

Г С f-7-
• 1 : A W - J T 

*2 
(19) 
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We have used the notation: « « ^ « - ^ j QJ and ^ s j f ' 1 , 
Retaining in the integrals only those terms which do not depend 

on momenta we get fгои fig, 2a the following contribution to the 
amplitude 

where п г \ 
C"-- -2^U (i'Ur Ul) Л -f.-Ь . 

The diagrams 2b-d contain vertices of the type J£ . The corres
ponding Lagrangians read 

^ l 7$-{&''XP*P -*"»)+[*-# 0-*(*-U)](E~<Z~-

- « [^ (J + ftr--4ij ^- £T V (* f i* fa$* U-$-i] Й *л] 

(аз) 
ffe again retain only constant terms in the integrals for the baryon 
triangle diagrams. As a result, we obtain the following expression 
for the ooeffloiente С 

11-»« 

•t 
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Ш) 

Summing up all baryon loop diagrams the total contribution tc the 
vector part of the Kg^ decay amplitude reads 

where 
c - CA-^ 2[i+ft^-i)M*2.« ») 

(26) 

Eq, (25) provides the following expression for the vector forra 
factor Ц (сотр. eq.(11)) 

5. Discussion of the results 

In order to compare the above results with the experimental 
data (see ref,' ') we shall give first of all a rough estimate 
of the probability of the Д л decay. To this end we consider 
only those parts of the amplitude (11) which contain the form fac
tors + and Q . 

This yields the formula 

(28) -«.* e#m K. L (П)*ЧЦК H{ F J О } 

Note that this value of С i s equal to the value of an 
analogous coefficient arising in the description of the decay 
Af-j.jrV.f t The amplitudes 7L and 71-,ftT-f are connected by 

У?~ЦЛ*Р1~Г ' f o l l o w i r , £ f r o m t h e ^grangian ^ , when К field is 
replaced by и . 

II 



where 7 is a phase space integral given by 

To get eq. (28) we have used the values for + and 0 obtained in 
the tree approximation (eq.(17)). With the value © t = 0.26, eq.(28) 
yields ** 

W^tf-IO**-1 ^ (29) 

The experimental value is (see ref/ 1') 

W£r = (3.2 С ± 0. »S) • iD*& -' . (30) 

Keeping in mind that the tree approximation is rather crude the 
theoretical value (29) may be considered to be quite satisfactory. 
The numerical estimates for -C n and y\ give 

i = J = 4 , h«-V?. (31) 
We recall that the main task of this paper was to estimate 

the vector form factor U of the ICV decay. In this case, as 
already mentioned, the one-loop approximation is of principal 
importance. On the other hand, the form factors 4- and Q get 
already a large contribution from the tree approximation. The one-
loop 'approximation ehould then only slightly modify this estimate 
(formulae (17), (31)). A similar situation has been met for the 
case of the 7Г-1Г ^-wave scattering length '°«'a'. There the esti-

' We use always the approximate relation Ft*Fg- Fl*^=95 H»V. 
In this севе, with ty.cc 0.26, the theoretical estimates for the decay 
rates of the decays jt-* jfi and %£ + Jj are in good agreement 
with experiment (see ref, /14/). ' 

12 
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this enhancement factor requires, however, additional 
dynamical assumptions (e.g., octet or 20-plet 
dominance /га,аз/, inclusion of renormalizatioa effects 
from the strong interaction / 2 4 y , etc.), a discussion of 
which is outside the scope of this paper In a forth
coming publication we shall present a comprehensive 
investigation of weak and weak/radiative decays of charmed 
mesons/baryons on the basis of tree and one-loop cal
culations. 
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APPENDIX A 

The 15-plets of the 20x20 matrix operators F i , 
D = — d F F satisfy the commutation relations 

i 2 ijk j к 

[D , , Pj ] - if1Jk D k, (A2) 

where fjJk and d j j k are the antisymmetric or symmet
ric structure constants of the group SU(4), respectively. 
The F and D matrices are defined by the relation 

-UB* ,(A ) bB[m , n J±B r"; 1 B [ ' , r J (A.) b J 2 [m,n] i a b [b,n] m 1 a 

= BDjBCorP.Fj B). (A3) 

Here B^O' ^ i s a tensor representation of the l/2 + -ba-
ryon quark wave functions in the representation of mixed 

25 



The experimental values are 

2) ret.'2', tyr = - Q ? , t a 2 V а г ^ ^ ^ О Л ) ^ 1 

3) r e f / З Л V f » - e 9 7 i e * { . 

For completeness, let us also quote the theoretical estimates 
for n obtained in a model with p -dominance '-">6' 

Thus, the above calculated, value of и is in good agreement with 
both the available experimental data and other theoretical esti
mates. 
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